Introduction
It is recognized that 3-D related noise problems and multiple attenuation in particular can be benefit from currently non-standard acquisition techniques, like, for instance, multi-azimuth (Widmaier et al. 2002) and streamer overlap (van Borselen et al. 2005) . However processing solutions are still required for historical and new standard marine acquisition datasets. Especially for the application of 3-D Surface Related Multiple Elimination (SRME), the issues of limited crossline sampling and aperture have to be addressed. A variety of methods for dealing with these issues have been proposed in the literature, which can be broadly categorized into a) a full wavefield interpolation or reconstruction, followed by a large number of 3-D inline convolutions to create a dense grid of multiple contributions (MCs) and finally summation in the crossline direction of those MCs (see, for instance, Baumstein and Hadidi, 2004) , or b) calculation of 3-D inline convolutions to create MCs wherever possible using the existing data followed by sparse inversion in the crossline direction (van Dedem and Verschuur, 2002; Hokstad and Sollie, 2003) . The hybrid approach described in van Borselen et al. (2005) consists of a more limited sailline regularisation and reconstruction in the crossline direction and sparse inversion of the subsequently increased number of crossline MCs. Major advantages are the reduced number of 3-D inline convolutions that need to be calculated compared to full reconstruction approaches, while with more MCs the sparse inversion becomes easier to parameterize and provides better results. This 3-D prediction approach is used in the current case study.
The prediction stage is followed by an adaptive subtraction, which can compensate, up to a point, for any imperfections in the prediction. For the 2-D case, these will Application of 3-D SRME and Multiple Diffraction Removal in the Makassar Straits, Indonesia. 
Summary
Both multiple reflections and multiple diffractions are present in seismic data acquired in the Makassar Straits, offshore Indonesia. The application of 3-D SRME shows significant improvements over 2-D SRME results in various areas. In addition, several other processing methods were utilized to specifically attenuate any remaining multiple diffractions.
mostly be timing errors due to the assumptions made in 2-D SRME when applied to deal with 3-D effects. In general, the expected uplift of a 3-D over a 2-D SRME will vary, depending on the amount of variation in the crossline direction of, for example, a complicated water bottom and presence of 3-D phenomena like out-of-plane diffractors. However the improved timing of the 3-D models means that generally the adaptive subtraction can be applied more moderately, allowing for better primary preservation and arguably for better multiple removal.
Although 3-D SRME is shown to improve the results significantly, in some areas complex diffracted multiples were still not attenuated well enough, which is due to the limited cross line sampling leading to an imperfect reconstruction of the missing wavefields. Several other processing techniques which try to separate these diffractions from the underlying primaries based on characteristic differences in frequency, amplitude and phase were tested. Amongst them are the multiple diffraction attenuation 
method (MDA) described in Brittan and Wrench (2004) and a novel multiple model subtraction method (MMS).
Data and results
The seismic data were acquired in the Makassar Straits (Kalimantan, Indonesia, east side of Borneo) in 2004 using a conventional survey design with 12x6km streamers at 50m separation with 480 traces each, dual source with 25m shot separation. The water bottom map in Figure 1 shows fairly large and rapid variation in depth over the survey area. The line used in this paper shows significant crossline dip (see Figure 2 ) and also complex multiple diffractions.
The MC gathers in Figure 3 contain the reconstructed MC traces after sparse inversion. In the hybrid approach these gathers are only used for QC purposes and not for crossline summation, as the 3-D prediction is a direct result from the sparse inversion. The presence of 3-D effects is indicated by the location of the apices when they are shifted away from the center trace, which corresponds to the 2-D prediction result. For some other areas along the line the 3-D effects are minimal and in those places hardly any uplift from a 3-D SRME can be expected. Figure 4 shows a typical shot record, the corresponding 2-D and 3-D multiple models and the 2-D and 3-D SRME results. The 3-D model clearly shows an improved timing of the water bottom and other multiple events compared to the 2-D model. This is particularly apparent at the near offsets, which is to be expected as they will have the relatively largest crossline component. The effect of this improved timing is confirmed by the corresponding SRME results. Some of the lower events were hardly attenuated in either result as discussed further down.
Comparison panels of near offset stacks of the data without any demultiple, of the 2-D and 3-D multiple models, and of the 2-D and 3-D SRME results are shown in Figure 5a )-e). Although the 2-D and 3-D models look very similar at first glance, the 3-D shows a better timing of the first water bottom and other multiples. For a fairer comparison a common subtraction parameterization was used, which was biased towards the 2-D model to compensate for the timing errors. The parameterization chosen was conservative in order to retain the weak primary energies, subsequently both methods left some residual water bottom multiple in the complicated centre area. The 3-D SRME clearly removes far more of the first water bottom multiple, especially at the right hand side and several other multiple events in the panel are attenuated, as indicated by the arrows. In the lower parts of the near offset stacks a lot of multiple diffraction energy still remains visible in the data after the application of SRME as shown in Figures 5d and 5e. As these arrivals obscured the underlying primaries, several methods were tried to attenuate them. Figure 5f shows the results of applying the MMS method and Figure 5g a slightly more conservative approach with the MDA method. The method and parameterization used will generally depend on the requested level of attenuation. (434) 
Conclusions
A hybrid approach addresses the crossline sampling and aperture issues of 3-D SRME. The examples show that it is a practical method of applying 3-D SRME. Identification of areas where it can provide substantial improvement in multiple attenuation over 2-D SRME is very important. In those areas where clear 3-D effects exist the application of 3-D SRME gives a significant uplift over 2-D SRME. In this paper, we have shown that 3-D SRME applied in conjunction with multiple diffraction attenuation techniques leads to satisfactory results for a challenging multiple removal problem.
